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I. Introduction
An important problem in accessi~g and updating large scale data basesis the determj nation of when to reorganize the data and eliminate records thathave been flagged for deletion but have not as yet been physically deleted.Such records take up valuable storage space and cause a degradation of accesstimes to the active records. mainly because of the necessity to maintain over-flow areas. After a certain length of time it is usually desirable to mergethe old data and its overflO\~ areas into a neH data base of the originalformat, thus reallocating the physical storage for maximum efficiency withinthe constraints imposed by the data base organization. The purpose or thisstudy is to de.termine the effect of various system and user parameters on thechoice of optimal reorganization points over a wide r.3nge of file organiz<J.ticJilsand user applications. The analysis of file reorganization is seen as a firststep toward understanding large scale d~ta base reorganization.The models for file organizations are based on the hierarchical accesstree descri~tions developed by Yao [3}. This generalized model is Cl~plic<J.bll·to the access mechanisms for all filE'_ organizations (Le., file desiC?;lls)included in study. The model has been implemented and tested with actualfiles, and is called the File Design Analyzer program [1]. The programaccepts as input. various parameters describing the file characteristics, userworkload and hardware for storing the file. The output is a summary ofsecondary storage space and I/O processing time required to process the userworkload.
A near-optimal data reorganization point is determined on the basis ofminimum cost of user access to the file. Cost is defined in this context asthe product of secondary storage space and I/O processing time for a givenset of activities over a specified time interval t. Storage space is computedas the space to house the entire file including intermediate data such aspointers, directories, etc. I/O processing time for_ the use~ applicationincludes the retrip.val, modification, insertion and deletion of records; modi-fication and insertion of ke~~ord values at an intermediate access tree level;and query type retrieval. I/O processing time is defined as the elapsed I/Otime to perform the user activities in a serial manner.A definition of file growth in terms of key\wrd values in addition to thenumber of actual records in the file results in a nonlinear processing costfunction for a linear file growth rate. An earlier study by Shneiderman [~lassumed a linear cost function and finite time horizon T, and a closed formsolution for a fixed reorganization point n was determined. It is shown herethat with nonlinear costs, an infinite horizon, and a fixed size workload,the time between reorganizat'ion points increases as the file grows. On theother hand. a 'I~orkload level proportional to file size results in a seriesof rapidly decreasing reorganization points [I}.
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II. Reorganization Point Determination
The decision rule for determining reorganization points under general
conditions regarding growth rate, user activity level and time horizon should
satisfy two conditions: optimality and efficiency of computation. The optimality
criterion requires that total COSt be minimized, but if the time horizon is
unknown, the to'tal cost is also unknown. Consequently for a time horizon that
is only known at the time of occurrence (or shortly before).. the optimal solu-
tion can only be approximated. One approach to this dilemma is to assume that
the difference in total file accessing cost between a file that is reorganized
and one that is not looks the same in the near future as it was in the recent past.
Assume that the cost of reorganization Rn is a parameter that changes very
little ,..rith respect to total file accessing cost. Thus, one may reasonably
conjecture that Eq. (1) below will provide a method that will reduce total cost
within n time units after a reorganization point is established.





where C ~ I/O processing cost during the n+lst time period when the latestn
reorganization occurred at the beginning of the first time period.
C' ~ I/O processing cost during the n+lst time period when the latest
n reorganization occurred at the end of the nth time period.
R ~ Reorganization cost at the end of the nth time period since: tr..-=.:
n previous reorganization. In Eq. (1) the value Rn/n represents
the average reorganization cOSt per time period over the past n
time periods.
If we asst.:me a linear file grot,'th rate, both C
n
and C~ in.:r",-as02
as n increases' bec<:use the search time for a record ~ncre<lses as the
file grows over ti~~. Ru also grows because reorganization time is defined as
the time to process all records in the file. including those flugged for deletion,
plus the time to rewrite nondeleted records.
III. Experimental Results
In Table I file organizations are ranked in order of lowest time to service
an application and in order of lowest time-space product of secondary storage.
The latter measure is used as the cost criterion for reorganization point comru-
tations. In this case, a heavily query-type application, the inverted list
structure performs the best and has the longest period between reorganizations.
Table I. Reorganization Points for File Or~anizations (Single Access)
FILE RANK TINE-SPACE RANK % STORACE 1st REORC. 20th REORG.ORGAN'IZATION TOTAL TINE
PRODUCT OVERHEAD POINT POI~:T (1),'\ ':"S)(SEC. ) (SCALED) (DAYS)SEQUENTIAL 54*104 5 29 5 6.2% 1 1
ISP 1. 42*104 2 1.1 3 37.9% 6 7
DIRECT 10.8*104 4 6.9 4 21.8% 2 2
HULTI-LIST 1. 6*J04 3 .9 2 10.1% 11 15
INVERTED
.98*104 1 .57 1 14.3% 15 24
Table II. Reorganization under Multi-Access Interference
FILE TOTAL TIME RANK TIME-SPACE RANK 1st REORG. 20th REORG. TIHE DEGRADATIONORGANIZATION (SEC. ) PROUUCT POINT POINT FROM SINGLE(SCALED) (DAYS) (DAYS) ACCESS (ratio
452*104 of total time)SEQUENTIAL 5 241 5 1 1 8.3
ISP 13*104 3 10 3 3 3 9.1
DIRECT 18*104 4 11 4 2 2 1.7
MULTI-LIST 9.4*104 2 5.2 2 4 5 5.9
INVERTED 8.7*104 1 5.1 1 5 6 8.9
Table II illustrates the influence of multi-access interference. The total
cost is increased with varying amounts depending on the sequential or linked-list
nature of the file organizations. The time between consecutive reorganizations
is highly sensitive to the way in which a file organization is implemented. As
access time and storage overhead parameters increase, reorganization points tend
to decrease unless the cost of reorganization increases at a higher rate. In
the test cases surveyed, this only occurred for the direct organization for the
multi-access interference (shared disk) vs. single-access case (dedicated clisk)
because of the sequential orientation of its reorganization and therefore a
greater degradation due to multi-access interference.
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